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Körber Logistics’ “Tomorrow Lab“ at LogiMAT 2019:

Discussion Forum on the Future of the Supply Chain
Bad Nauheim, 19 February 2019. Digitization has become an integral driver of
innovation for global logistics. As a leading provider of smart technologies for the
business Körber Logistics presents its comprehensive vision of the supply chain of
the future at LogiMAT 2019. The strategy for realizing this vision is visualized by a
striking target picture in hall 1, stand C16. Furthermore, with its “Tomorrow Lab” the
stand provides a unique discussion forum for customers and technology partners.
“Being part of the international technology group Körber and utilizing its focus on digitization
gives us the chance to use expertise and resources of the entire group to become a driver of
innovation in logistics within the scope of our strategy”, says Hubert Kloss, CEO of Körber
Logistics. “In our ‘Tomorrow Lab’ our digital team concentrates on logistics of the future, on
the requirements of the end-to-end supply chain, on technical innovation and, most of all, on
the expectations of our customers. To make these activities transparent to the target groups
we open up a space for discussions with select customers and partners at LogiMAT to
evaluate visions and possible solutions.”
Demographic change and new consumer behavior together with a disruptively changing
technological world create new perspectives on how to manage the future flow of products
and information. Körber Logistics has installed a team of specialists to evaluate the chances
and possibilities arising through targeted digitization of logistics processes for customers of
the Business Area. At the same time, they are in intensive dialogues with technology partners and are using the expertise of the Business Units of Körber Logistics to their full potential by applying a structured innovation process.
At LogiMAT 2019 business partners get insights into this approach of Körber Logistics:
During the three days of the trade show invited customers and partners can take a close look
at the vision of digitization the Business Area has – and have the chance for discussions and
to compare it with their own ideas and expectations.
The topics of the “Tomorrow Lab”:
Production Logistics: optimizing material flow between production and warehouse
Smart Warehouse: efficient use of robotics and data analytics to increase the efficiency of
warehouse and supply chain
Last Mile & Smart City: last mile and inner-city logistics
Supply Chain Management & Execution: Solutions and business models to develop a
consistent end-to-end supply chain
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About us
Körber Logistics Systems
The Business Area Logistics Systems, belonging to the international technology group
Körber and based in Bad Nauheim, Germany, is the leading provider of fully integrated applications for the optimization of complex internal and external logistics processes. Under the
umbrella brand Körber Logistics, the Business Area provides digital solutions for the smart
factory (production logistics), the warehouse, distribution center, e-commerce, and management of the entire supply chain. In three Business Units, the umbrella brand unites the companies Aberle GmbH and Consoveyo S.A. (System Integration), Langhammer GmbH and Riantics A/S (Product Solutions), and Aberle Software GmbH, Cirrus Logistics, DMLogic,
HighJump, Inconso AG and Voiteq (Software). They offer an extensive range of products and
services, from system integration to technologies for storage, palletizing, de-palletizing and
conveyor systems, through to software.
Körber
Körber AG is the holding company of the internationally operating technology group Körber,
which has around 10,000 employees all over the world. The Group unites technologically
leading companies with 140 production, service, and sales companies. At locations around
the world, Körber combines the advantages of a globally represented organization with the
strengths of highly specialized and flexible medium-size enterprises that offer their customers
solutions, products, and services in the Business Areas Logistics Systems, Pharma Systems,
Tissue, Tobacco, and Körber Digital.
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